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17 TRAFFIC STOPS 27 BAKER ACTS 1 

WATCH COMMANDER:     DATE: 9/21/2018 

CASE # TYPE LOCATION SUMMARY 

18-89249 Criminal 
Mischief  

Filbert Lane V1 stated on September 20, 2018, at approximately 10:00 pm she 
parked her vehicle in the driveway.  At approximately 6:00 am, the 
next morning, September 21st, she noticed the driver side of the 
windshield smashed in.   

18-88305 Missing 
Person 
Juvenile 
(Recovered) 

Westrobin Lane Contact was made with M1 at the residence who ran away from 
home between 9-17-18 and 9-18-18. M1 was returned to her 
guardian.   

18-89396 Missing 
Juvenile 

Madison Green Cir M1 wearing camo shorts gray shirt with blue stripes blue/gray 
Nike's carrying red water bottle was reported missing with a 2 hour 
time delay  ***Call Still Active*** 

18-89269 Fleeing and 
Elude 

Lancewood Street FCSO attempted a traffic stop for stop sign violation. As Deputy 
Prevatt attempted to conduct the traffic stop the vehicle began to 
accelerate at a high rate of speed, failed to stop at another stop 
sign in a wanton disregards for the safety of all persons and 
property. FCSO observed the vehicle turn into the driveway at 2576 
Lancewood Ave and lost control coming to a final rest in a 
landscape bed. The driver then exited the driver seat through the 
passenger side door and fled to the rear of the residence where 
visual site was lost. A perimeter was established and FireFlight, K-9 
responded to assist. After speaking with a resident inside she 
advised another male was still inside. Upon announcing on the back 
door a male appeared and was positively identified as the driver of 
the vehicle, S1. S1 was secured and transported to the inmate 
facility for aggravate fleeing and eluding, driving while license 
permanently revoked, and resisting arrest without violence. 
Rotation wrecker service removed the vehicle.   

18-89307 Residential 
Burglary 

Satinwood Street V1 reported that she last checked the residence on Sunday 
September 16, 2018. Upon her arrival today she noticed the side 
kitchen door was forced open. The interior of the house was 
ransacked and two boxes of sewing fabric were reported missing 
approximate value of $150.  

18-89241 Criminal 
Mischief 

Spruce Street V1 reported that her grandson, S1, snuck out of the house last 
evening and upon his return this morning a verbal argument 
ensued. S1 then broke a window within the residence and left for 
school without further incident. V1 wished to pursue criminal 



 

charges and civil citation criteria was not met. Upon S1 arriving at 
school S1 was secured for law enforcement Baker Act and 
transported to HBS without incident.   

18-89247 Vehicle Fire US 1 South Passenger vehicle fully engulfed upon law enforcement arrival both 
occupants were able to evacuate without injury. US 1 south bound 
shut down for brief time to extinguish fire. No indication of 
suspicious circumstances. 

18-89395 Baker Act Forest Park Street Juvenile secured for BA  

    

 


